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What is the Diplomatic Council?

The Diplomatic Council is a global Think Tank in special consultative

status with the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations

and links diplomacy, business leaders, science’s leading minds and

society’s front-runners on resolving mankind’s biggest challenges.
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What is the Diplomatic Council doing?

GLOBAL THINK TANK

The Diplomatic Council 

functions as a global think 

tank with the    

world’s leading minds and 

subject matter experts 

across cross-functional 

subjects.

GLOBAL BUSINESS NETWORK

The Diplomatic Council is an 

elite global business network 

that bridges between 

Diplomacy and business 

leaders and is the only 

business network officially 

accepted by the United 
Nations.

SOCIAL GOOD

The Diplomatic Council Foundation is 
supporting social good around the world.
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Who is participating?

o Dignitaries

o Business Leaders

o Diplomats

o Politicians

o Scientists



Why 
Diplomatic 
Council?
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Why Diplomatic Council?

Diplomatic Council members can participate in Diplomatic Council

Forums, Directorates, Programs, and Initiatives.

Business executives will have the opportunity to elevate their

organizations and careers through numerous high-level engagement

channels.

Diplomats, the highest-ranking representatives within the Diplomatic

Council, promote their countries and serve as bridge builders and

door openers for business and investment opportunities
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Why Diplomatic Council (cont.)

The Diplomatic Council presents its expertise and objectives at many

high-level events and offers their members the ability to grow their
careers unlike in any other organization.

The escalation of personal and professional prestige and

advancement cannot be found elsewhere as our members have

special access to the United Nations, Embassies around the world

and elite business networking gatherings of thought leaders within

their areas of expertise.
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Why Diplomatic Council (cont.)

Spreading their ideas via white papers, publications and speeches,

attending elite business networking conferences and events around

the world, presenting at international Diplomatic Council

Conferences, organizing events and finally participating in

Diplomatic Council projects, programs, and initiatives are just some of

the activities in which Diplomatic Council members can participate.

All of our members receive a "Diplomatic Council Trusted Member"

seal to represent this exclusive status.

Highly capable and motivated members will have the opportunity to

enter the Diplomatic Council Leadership.



Mission UAE
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Mission UAE

The Diplomatic Council is a global organization with missions

established around the world. The Regional Missions encompass a

metropolis, a country or an area of special activity and now as the

latest member also the United Arab Emirates.

As Head of Mission UAE, I am gratefully honored that His Highness

Sheikh Tariq Al Qasimi, Member of the Royal Family of Ras Al

Khaimah, became Member and agreed to take over the patronage

of the Diplomatic Council Mission UAE.
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Mission UAE (cont.)

Secretary General Diplomatic Council
Berlin 2022

The Diplomatic Council herewith appoints  

Michael Gutowski 
as

Head of Mission United Arab Emirates  

The Diplomatic Council, the global think tank in special consultative status       

with the United Nations, is delighted to name Michael Gutowski as its                    
Head of DC Mission United Arab Emirates. 



DCAPS
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DCAPS

The Diplomatic Council Advisory & Professional Services (DCAPS) is a

management consulting practice and is focusing on solving complex

challenges through on-demand, agile and multi-disciplinary teams.

The Diplomatic Council has the unique advantage of its global

network of members to fuel the growth of DCAPS through

unparalleled client relationships, business development opportunities,

investment opportunities, and high caliber of expertise across

numerous domain areas.
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DCAPS (cont.)

With support from the global network of the Diplomatic Council

whose members are dignitaries, C-level executives, ambassadors,

and politicians, the Diplomatic Council Advisory & Professional

Services offer very unique capabilities to clients.

in cooperation with iMB and United

Interim is spearheading the global

Interim Management Services Initiative
within DCAPS.
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Membership

Eligible Individuals, who have been recommended to the Diplomatic

Council, and have qualified during an initial interview will have the

opportunity to become a member and will be able to choose

between different membership options.



References
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References

„I am proud to be a Diplomatic Council Member“

Dr. sc. Gordan Grlić Radman, Foreign Minister, 

Republic of Croatia

Member of the Diplomatic Council Board of 

Presidents

„I joined the Diplomatic Council in my role as Croatian Ambassor some years ago and I am happy to

continue my Diplomatic Council membership in my current position as the Foreign Minister of Croatia.

The Diplomatic Council has always been incredibly helpful in promoting my country to the business

community. Moreover this organization is raising its voice for peace –which is more needed than ever –

and I am proud to be a Diplomatic Council member.”
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References (cont.)

„The Diplomatic Council efforts for Economic

Diplomacy are more than ever needed“

H.E. Shi Mingde, Ambassador of the People's 

Republic of China

Member of the Diplomatic Council Board of 

Presidents

„The Diplomatic Council’s efforts for Economic Diplomacy are more than ever needed. Bringing

diplomats and the business community together is a very honorable mission and I am proud to help on

this side. In today’s world diplomacy is not just about politics, but also about economics. The Diplomatic

Council is helping to build a bridge between both spheres.”
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References (cont.)

„Cross-country Diplomacy-meets-Business“

H.E. Adnan Zuflaki, Ambassador of Malaysia

Member of the Diplomatic Council Board of 

Presidents

„I first learned about the Diplomatic Council during my 

time as Ambassador of Malaysia to Germany. Later, 

when I became the Malaysian Ambassador to 

Singapore, I was happy to help this organization to 

establish its DC Mission in Singapore as a hub for Asia.

In my experience the Diplomatic Council works very well 

as a cross-country Diplomacy-meets-Business 

organization.”
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References (cont.)

„The Diplomatic Council is one of the world’s best examples how multilateralism works across the 

diplomat's world and the business community. It is helpful for diplomats to have a better understanding 

of the Business needs and vice versa. So, it is good that the Diplomatic Council brings diplomats and 

business leaders together.“

„One of the best examples for Multilateralismus“

H.E. Dr. Heinrich Kreft, 

Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany

Member of the Diplomatic Council Board of Presidents
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